Cytotoxic T lymphocyte response to minor H-42a alloantigen in H-42b mice: clonal inactivation of the precursor cytotoxic T lymphocytes by veto-like spleen cells that express the H-42a antigen.
When (B10.BR X CWB)F1 (BWF1; H-2k/b) mice carrying the H-42b allele at the minor H-42 locus were injected with H-42a C3H.SW (CSW; H-2b) or C3H (H-2k) spleen cells (SC), self-H-2Kb restricted anti-H-42a pCTL in the BWF1 recipients were primed and differentiated to anti-H-42a CTL after in vitro stimulation with (B10.BR X CSW)F1 (BSF1; H-2k/b, H-42b/a) SC. In contrast, anti-H-42a pCTL in H-42b mice were inactivated by injection with H-42-congenic H-42a SC, and stable anti-H-42a CTL tolerance was induced. Preference of H-2Kb restriction of anti-H-42a CTL was strict, and self-H-2Kb-restricted anti-H-42a CTL did not lyse target cells carrying H-42a antigen in the context of H-2Kbm1. Involvement of suppressor cells in the anti-H-42a CTL tolerance was ruled out by the present cell transfer study and the previous cell-mixing in vitro study. Notably, treatment with anti-Thy-1.2 antibody (Ab) plus complement (C) wiped out the ability of CSW SC in the priming of anti-H-42a pCTL of BWF1 mice but left that of C3H SC unaffected, and injection of the anti-Thy-1.2 Ab plus C-treated CSW SC induced anti-H-42a CTL tolerance in the BWF1 recipients. Furthermore, H-42a/b, I-Ab/bm12 [CSW X B6.CH-2bm12 (bm12)]F1 SC could not prime anti-H-42a pCTL in H-42b, I-Ab (CWB X B6)F1 recipients, whereas H-42a/b, I-Ab (CSW X B6)F1 SC primed anti-H-42a pCTL in H-42b, I-Ab/bm12 (CWB X bm12)F1 recipients. The unresponsiveness of anti-H-42a pCTL in H-42b mice to H-42-congenic H-42a SC was sometimes corrected by immunization of H-42b female mice with H-42-congenic H-42a male SC. Taking all of the results together, we propose the following. Unresponsiveness of anti-H-42a pCTL in H-42b mice to H-42-congenic H-42a SC is caused by "veto cells" contained in the antigenic H-42a SC. Anti-H-42a pCTL in the H-42b recipients directly interacting with H-42-congenic H-42a SC, which bear H-42a antigen and H-2Kb restriction element, are inactivated or vetoed.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)